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The Workplace Education Initiative (WEI) is a nationally     recognized training program that 

works in partnership with business, industry, and labour to support the development of a skilled 

workforce. WEI provides training in essential skills development in workplaces and communities 

across Nova Scotia. Training needs are identified through an organizational assessment and 

training is customized to meet specific business, industry and participant needs. 

WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO HOST WORKPLACE EDUCATION INITIATIVE TRAINING? 

Businesses, not-for-profits and community-based organizations that have identified a need for 

training in essential skills (e.g. document use, communication, digital) to position their 

employees and/ working Nova Scotians in their communities for success. Applicants can be a 

single company or a ‘cluster’ organization (e.g. industry associations, Chambers of Commerce). 

WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN TRAINING THROUGH THE WEI? 

Working Nova Scotians are eligible to participate in WEI training. 

WHAT CHANGES ARE HAPPENING? 

As of February 1, 2019, organizations hosting WEI training (Contract Holders) are required to 

register services (e.g. WEI training programs) under their WEI Contract in LaMPSS. This will 

require organizations to collect participant information, manually register it into LaMPSS and 

securely dispose of the information. Additionally, it will now be mandatory for participants in 

WEI training to provide personal information (including SINs) to receive funding for training. 

The collection and use of this information will be used to evaluate the impact of WEI training. 

HOW IS THE WORKPLACE EDUCATION INITIATIVE PROGRAM FUNDED? 
The Labour Market Transfer Agreements (LMTA) are Federal-Provincial labour market funding 

agreements between the Government of Canada and Nova Scotia. This includes the Labour 

Market Development Agreement (LMDA) and the new Workforce Development Agreement 

(WDA). Nova Scotia signed the agreements in March 2018. WEI is funded through the WDA. 

HOW IS THIS AGREEMENT DIFFERENT FROM THE CANADA JOB FUND? 

As of April 1, 2018, funding previously provided for the Canada Job Fund is provided under the 

new WDA. The WDA provides Nova Scotia the flexibility to invest in areas of greatest priority.  
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WHY ARE WE COLLECTING PERSONAL INFORMATION? 

A key feature to the WDA agreement is a new Performance Measurement Strategy that will 

ensure accountability to Canadians and help NS continuously improve its programs and services. 

At the beginning of the training, participants will be asked to complete a WEI Service 

Registration Intake Form which includes reporting on mandatory fields (many have a ‘prefer not 

to report’ option) such as: 

 Title and Full Name 
 Full Address including Postal Code 
 Date of Birth 
 Gender 
 Marital Status 
 Preferred Language 

 Employment Status 
 Designated Group 
 Education level 
 Employer information 
 Social Insurance Number (SIN) 
 Number of Dependents

 
This personal information will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the investment in skill 

development training under the WDA through the Performance Measurement Strategy.  

WHAT OBLIGATION DOES GOVERNMENT HAVE TO KEEP INFORMATION SECURE AND PRIVATE? 

The federal government is subject to the Privacy Act, RSC 1985 c P-21, which restricts how the 

federal government may collect, use and disclose personal information. The Freedom of 

Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIPOP), SNS 1993 c 5 places similar obligations on 

the provincial government.  The purpose of these laws is to protect the privacy of individuals with 

respect to personal information held by a government institution and provide individuals with a 

right to access that information.  

The WDA contains very specific language restricting how Federal and Provincial Governments 

may use, disclose and share personal information. This includes a restriction that personal 

information may only be used to evaluate the impact of WDA-funded programs.  

The Province aims to ensure that: individuals are notified that they must provide their personal 

information (including their SIN) to receive WEI funding; that they understand the reason why 

this information is being collected; and that they understand the obligations of the Contract 

Holder, the Province and the Federal Government to keep their information private and safe.  
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WHY ARE WE COLLECTING SOCIAL INSURANCE NUMBERS, SPECIFICALLY? 

A key aspect of the new LMTA Performance Measurement Framework is the collection and 

transfer of personal data, including the SIN, to Employment and Social Development Canada. 

The stipulation to collect personal information (including SINs) was added to the WDA and 

approved by the Federal Treasury Board. The Federal Government may collect participant 

personal information for the sole purpose of evaluating the impact of the programs it funds under 

the WDA.  The SIN is used as a file identifier in the administration of programs under the WDA. 

Leveraging data such as SINs is key to improving the effectiveness of programs and services 

receiving federal funding. Using the SIN, the Federal Government will access employment 

records to study the impact of the programs (e.g. increase in wages). This provides government 

with the information necessary to adjust and improve programs.  

DO WE HAVE AUTHORITY TO ASK FOR THE SIN? 

Yes. The Province is permitted to collect personal information where the information relates 

directly to and is necessary for a government operating program or activity. The following 

website outlines the federal government’s code of practice on use of SINs. 

(https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/services/sin/reports/code-of-

practice/annex-2.html).  

WHAT IF SOMEONE REFUSES TO PROVIDE OR DOES NOT HAVE A SIN? 

Collection of a SIN is a stipulation of the WDA. Funding is only provided for participants who 

provide their SIN. Should individuals have questions regarding the collection of the SIN, the 

query can be forwarded to your WEI Coordinator.  

ELIGIBILITY OF TEMPORARY RESIDENTS WITH SOCIAL INSURANCE NUMBERS 

Participants who are temporary residents with a 900-series SIN are not eligible for WEI. 

WHAT ARE THE NEW EXPECTATIONS ON WEI CONTRACT HOLDERS AS OF FEBRUARY 1, 2019? 

As of February 1, organizations hosting WEI training (Contract Holders) are required to register  

services (e.g. WEI training programs) under their WEI Contracts in LaMPSS. This will require 

organizations to collect participant information, manually register it into LaMPSS and securely 

dispose of the information. 

Contract Holders will be supplied with the new WEI Service Registration Intake Form by their  

https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/services/sin/reports/code-of-practice/annex-2.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/services/sin/reports/code-of-practice/annex-2.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/services/sin/reports/code-of-practice/annex-2.html
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WEI Coordinators. The Contract Holder will now be responsible to collect the completed WEI 

Service Registration Intake Forms from participants on or before the first day of programming, 

input the data on the form into LaMPSS prior to the end of the training program, and securely 

dispose of the hard copy forms immediately after inputting the data. 

Guidance materials are available on how to register services and participants into LaMPSS and 

the process to collect, input and dispose of participant personal information will be supplied by 

your WEI Coordinator. 

HOW SECURE IS LAMPSS? 
Third-parties are able to access LaMPSS via the internet to apply for LAE programs and to 

access and monitor their agreements with the Province. LaMPSS includes a layer of security 

around the oracle database to protect data. Access to personal information is restricted through 

LaMPSS by a role-based security architecture which supports authorized Government staff only. 

Contract Holders only have access to the information related to their organization; they do not 

have access to information from other organizations. 

All other security measures including virtual private database security architecture, password 

requirements, encryptions and data-masking adhere to corporate protocols set by Nova Scotia 

ICT Services, Internal Services Department.  

WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN WITH THE PERSONAL DATA AFTER BEING ENTERED INTO LAMPSS? 

Once the information has been entered into LaMPSS, the Contract Holder is responsible for 

securely destroying (e.g. cross-shredding, and/or adhering to protocols of a contracted disposal 

service) the forms. If you have any questions about this process, please contact your WEI 

Coordinator. 

WHAT IF A PARTICIPANT PARTICIPATES IN MORE THAN ONE PROGRAM? 

Once a person has been registered in LaMPSS, they are given a unique 6-digit Person ID. This 

means that if they return in the future to participate in another WEI program, or any other 

government program(s) administered through LaMPSS, any personal information previously 

provided already exists in the LaMPSS database. Therefore, the next time that individual  
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participates in a training program, Contract Holders can register the participant in the new 

program without having to re-enter all the data again (although contact info, etc., can be updated). 

WHAT IF PARTICIPANT INFORMATION IS NOT FULLY INPUT INTO LAMPSS? 

All active agreements with Contract Holders will be monitored by an Agreement Manager (WEI 

Coordinator). Omission of any or all participant information will result in the Contract Holder 

not being able to report on that individual as a participant and could result in a breach of 

contract. If there are any missing elements in a mandatory field, LaMPSS will not allow for 

Service Registration details to be saved; therefore, the data will not be able to be uploaded. 

WILL THIS CHANGE AFFECT THE APPLICATION PROCESS OR THE DELIVERY OF THE PROGRAM? 

No. As before, the workplace must register in LaMPSS to engage in funding agreements with the 

Province of Nova Scotia for Labour Market Programs. Registering in LaMPSS is a onetime 

process. Likewise, WEI program delivery will remain the same.  

WHERE CAN SOMEONE FIND MORE INFORMATION ABOUT WEI? 
By checking out the website at https://novascotia.ca/lae/workplace-education/. 

https://novascotia.ca/lae/workplace-education/

